VEHICLE DETAILS
1984 PORSCHE 911 (930) Turbo Flachbau “ohne Klappscheinwerfer”

A s pecial wish that came true

Between 1981 and 1982 Porsche Exclusive created 58 hand-built units of the 930 Turbo
Flatnose ( Flachbau ) without Pop-Up headlights. In spring 1984 a well-known Porsche collector
and Magnat from Kuwait insisted on getting a tailor-made, unique unit 59 made for him, with
paint to sample color (PTS) atlas-grey and cream white leather interior. During the first Gulf war
in 1990, the car was brought back to Germany where it was registered, driven, and enjoyed by a
Dentist before he sold it to the 3rd and current owner.I have original German Fahrzeugbrief.

After intensive, 3 months study of the paperwork, research and verification, we can assure you
that this is really a one-off unit, number 59 of 59, only one build in PTS in that color and only
produced in 1984 ( 2 years after regular production was completed with 58 units ) by the
“special wish department” ( now Porsche Exclusive ) in Zuffenhausen to satisfy a Porsche
Collector. Matching numbers car. Never advertised before. Exclusively only available from us.
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Vehicle offered to us for sale by private owner / commercial seller

Vehicle manufacturer:
Vehicle type:
Construction:
Chassis No (VIN):

PORSCHE
911 Turbo (930) Flachbau
Coupe

Date of production:
Date of first registration:
Engine:
Displacement (cc):
Power (hp):
Color exterior / interior

August 1994
September 1994
B6 Turbo
3300
330

Interior options:
Interior options:
Exterior options:
Exterior options:
Odometer reading (km):
Next MOT / MFK due:
Last Service inspection:
Original service book:
Is the car offered anywhere?

Price to owner:
Remarks:
Accident free? yes / no
Original paint? yes / no
Aftermarket modification:

WPOZZZ93ZES000734

atlas-grey (PTS) and special order white
leather interior by Porsche Exclusive

see attachment
see attachment
see attachment
see attachment
90.000
September 2020
Yes
No
185.000.- EUR
One of 59 Flatnose w/o pop-up
headlights. Last one ( Nr.59 of 59)
PTS “atlas-grey”

Yes
Yes
No
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